Our top climate
podcasts

Outrage + Optimism
What does it cover?
Christiana Figueres, Tom Rivett-Carnac and Paul
Dickinson discuss which of the week’s climate
news has made them feel outraged or optimistic
before interviewing an esteemed guest - from
Greta Thunberg to Richard Branson.
Listen here

How to Save a Planet
What does it cover?
The podcasts considers what everyday people
can do to stop the decline of our planet. Awardwinning radio journalist (and co-founder and CEO
of podcast network Gimlet Media) co-hosts with
Dr Ayana Elizabeth Johnson, a marine biologist.
Johnson says, “We want to create a show that’s
focused on solutions and helping people figure out
how they can be part of the systems-level change
as opposed to individual behaviour change.”
Listen here

TILclimate
What does it cover?
You got ten minutes? Then you have enough time
to get through an episode of this pacy podcast
that sets out to clear your climate confusion by
giving you the what, why and how of core climate
concepts.
Listen here

Sustainababble
What does it cover?
‘Ol and Dave’ host this topical, funny,
well-researched weekly podcast exposing all the
ghastly greenwashing in our midst. Coming to
grips with climate change can be stressful, so this
is a cathartic way to get informed.
Listen here

Climate One
What does it cover?
Climate One is a forum for candid discussion
among climate scientists, policymakers, activists,
and concerned citizens, with the show featuring
well-known personalities and decision-makers on
its given topic.
Listen here

ClimateCast
What does it cover?
Meteorologist Paul Huttner talks us through
current climate news and breaks down complex
topics carefully and slowly, making it all a little less
overwhelming to the average listener.
Listen here

Planet Pod
What does it cover?
Planet Pod shares ideas and knowledge to help
us all live more sustainable lives. From politicians
to protesters, scientists to entrepreneurs, this
podcast talks to the people behind the headlines.
Listen here

Reasons to be Cheerful
What does it cover?
We’ve kept this joyful podcast to the end as it’s not
entirely focused on climate and the environment
but does regularly cover it. Ed and Geoff explore
the ideas solving society’s biggest challenges, and
make you laugh while they’re at it.
Listen here

Active Philanthropy was founded in 2006. It is a social enterprise that
supports philanthropists, social investors and business families who
want to make a lasting difference in protecting the planet for future
generations.
For donors who wish to ensure a maximum impact of their philanthropic
commitments, the organisation offers strategy design and analysis, grant
management services, access to a portfolio of pre-screened climate
projects and NGOs, as well as other bespoke support. It also advises
philanthropists on how to realign their existing portfolios in light of the
climate crisis.
Since 2007, Active Philanthropy has been organising expeditions to
Greenland for philanthropists to explore the causes and witness the
impacts of climate change. Jointly with scientists and climate experts,
participants learn about concrete options for climate philanthropy and
how to start their journey towards impactful engagement.
In 2019, Active began working in close collaboration with the Children’s
Investment Fund Foundation (CIFF), Europe’s largest climate funder, to
increase the awareness and motivation to act on climate change among
foundations and philanthropists.

